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Among the greens, away from the world,
As a king before his subjects,
There stands a sand palace.
At dawn and dusk,
We, the little ones, run behind the leading sun
Into the field and then into the nest to rest.
But he is always before the speedy sun,
It never succeeds his early rise.

To his long spread fields and groves,
Grants his duties and cares and makes it a land of fortune.
With a folded-up lungi around his waist,
And a white turban on his head,
Brings a palm leaf basket with paddy seeds,
Dancing to the longtime music.

On the well-furrowed arable land,
He flung the golden beads that fall and disappear.
Like a modest woman,
Hide under the earthy veil,
Until their righteous drops come and touch.
Then come up with the glorious presence,
And roots there with the utmost pride.
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In the misty morning,
We, shiver and try to cover even the toenails.
He, there with a bare body, just a cloth around his waist,
Opens the coops, waters the cattle, ridges the paddy field
Smiles at the cheerful crops and walks to do the next.
As a whirling wind,
He rounds and rounds the kingdom he has made and serves.
As a father, a guard, and a ruler,
Never left anyone in need,
The hens, cows, trees or crops.

In the evenings,
The cows will lead us to where he is.
With a tea in hand, we, the little ones,
Follow the ambling cows to the riverbank.
Under the karuvelam, along with the colourful wildflowers,
Upon the rich pasture, he sits and has an eye on the goats chomping.
As we reach, before our call,
They moo to him announcing that we are here.
As he calls back them, I could see a father’s glee in his eyes,
The eyes that carelessly sidelined us,
And I am confused as to who is he a sire now?
Still, we run to him, secure our place on his lap.
I take his stick to stop the cows,
And state that he is “MY GRANDPA”.
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